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A consequence of the main theorem presented here is a companion result to that 
of 121 (see also [ 11): a finite undirected graph is a quotient of a rigid one if and 
only if it has no 2-colourable components. In fact, any graph of finitely many 
components none of which is 2-colourable is a common quotient of graphs that 
form a universal (or binding) category. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A graph is, as usual, a pair (X, R) in which R is a set of two-element 
subsets (the edges) of a set X of vertices. A mappingf: X+X’ is compatible, 
or a graph homomorphism of (X, R) into (X’, R’) if {f(xI),f(x,)} E R’ for 
every {x,, x2} E R. If f is an onto compatible mapping such that every 
element of R’ has the form {f(xl),f (x2)} for some {x1,x2] E R, we say that 
(A”, R’) is a homomorphic image, or a quotient of (X, R). Similarly, (X, R) is 
a full subgraph of (X’, R’) if X G X’ and if every two-element subset {x1, x2} 
of X belongs to R if and only if it is an element of R’. The least number 
II > 1 for which there is a homomorphism f: (X, R) + K,, where K, is the 
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complete graph with n vertices, will be called the chromatic number of 
(X, R). Classes of X formed under the reflexive and transitive closure of R 
are called components of (X, R); if X is the only component of (X, R), we 
say that the graph (X, R) is connected. A rigid graph has the identity 
mapping 1, as its only endomorphism. A collection of graphs (Xi, Ri), for 
i E I, is mutually rigid if, for all i, j E I, (Xi, Ri) is rigid and there is a 
compatible mapping from (Xi, Ri) to (Xi, Rj) only if i = j. It is easy to see 
that every vertex of a rigid graph with more than one vertex must have at 
least two distinct vertices adjacent to it; hence every component of a 
nontrivial rigid graph is rigid and nontrivial. These components have 
chromatic number larger than two; if not, a 2-colourable component can be 
mapped onto any edge of the graph by two different homomorphisms. 
The chromatic number of a quotient graph H = (X’, R’) of G = (X, R) is 
not smaller than that of G, and a quotient of a component G is wholly 
contained in a component of H. Consequently, all components of a 
homomorphic image H of a rigid graph G have chromatic number larger 
than two. Theorem 1 shows that this necessary condition is also sufficient for 
graphs H that have finitely many components. This is not true in general: if 
H is the disjoint union of all cycles C, of an odd length k, then all 
components of H have chromatic number three and H is not a quotient of a 
rigid graph. To see this, assume that G is rigid and that f: G + H is an onto 
homomorphism. Let G, be the full subgraph of G whose image underf is the 
cycle C, of H, and letf, be the restriction offto G,. Since G is rigid, G, has 
chromatic number three and, therefore, G, contains an odd-length cycle C,. 
If e: C, -+ G, is an embedding homomorphism, define a mapping g: G + G 
by g(x) = e(f,(x)) for every vertex x of G,, g(x) = x otherwise. It is easy to 
verify that g is an endomorphism of G; the rigidity of G implies that g(x) = x 
for all vertices x of G,. Hence IZ = 3 and e of3 is the identity endomorphism 
of G,. This means that G, is a retract of C, and, consequently, G, is a 
component of G isomorphic to C,. This contradicts the rigidity of G. 
The concluding section of the present paper indicates difficulties involved 
in solving the general problem of characterization of quotient graphs of rigid 
ones. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION 
To prove Theorem 1, we will construct a rigid graph having a given H as 
one of its quotients. Lemma 1 describes the first step. To any connected 
graph H of chromatic number at least three we assign a natural number 13(H) 
defined as the length of a shortest odd cycle of H. Throughout the paper, an 
ordinal is identified with the set of all its predecessors, and cardinals are 
initial ordinals. 
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FIGURE 1 
First, it will be shown that there are arbitrarily large rigid connected 
graphs of chromatic number three all of whose odd cycles have length larger 
than a given integer. 
For every k = 2n + 1 > 7 define an elementary graph E, as an 
amalgamation of three cycles of length 2n + 1 in the way indicated by Fig. 1 
(as pointed out by the referee, such graphs are also considered in [7]). If 
C,,,-, is a cycle of length 2n - 1 on the set {O,..., 2n - 2) consisting of edges 
{i,i+ I} for iE2n- 1, let p:E,,+,-+C,,-, be the homomorphism whose 
values appear in Fig. 1. (Here + denotes the addition modulo 2n - 1). In 
each of the three paths connecting the vertices of degree three on the outer 
cycle of E, there is exactly one vertex mapped to n by qq denote by x the 
vertex on C,,,, with this value and, similarly, let y be the vertex on C;, + , 
with r&) = n. 
It is easy to see that A(Ek) = k, and that a shortest path connecting x to y 
has length 2n - 2 = k - 3. The graph E, is the basic graph used in 
constructions described in [ 31. 
Now let R c X2 be an irreflexive relation (i.e., a directed graph without 
loops) such that X is the union of the domain and the codomain of R. Let 
F,(X, R) denote an undirected graph obtained by assigning a separate copy 
of E, to each ordered pair (x, y) E R and identifying those vertices of the 
resulting graph whose labels are identical elements of X. More intuitively, all 
directed edges (x, y) of (X, R) are replaced by copies of E, in such a way 
that the designated vertices (i.e., x and y in Fig. 1) are identified with 
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FIGURE 2 
elements of X. For a formal description of this type of construction, the 
reader is referred to 141, [6], or [8]; Figure 2 indicates a single 
amalgamation of this kind. 
Vertices of amalgamation were selected in a way that enables us to define 
a homomorphism IJ/: FJX, R) + C,-, as the common extension of all 
homomorphisms v)(~~,~) = q : E, -+ C,- z defined earlier, regardless of the 
concrete form of the directed graph (X, R). Note that the connectedness of 
(X, R) implies the same property for every Fk(X, R). 
LEMMA 1. Let k = 2n + 1 > 1. Then there are rigid connected countable 
graphs Ki = F,(X,, R,), i = 1, 2,..., and vertices a, of Ki such that 
(i) A(Ki) = k, 
(ii) there are no homomorphisms Ki -+ Kj for i fj. 
(iii) for every i > 0 there is an onto homomorphism vi: Ki-+ C’, .? such 
that vi(ai) = n, 
(iv) every Ki is C,-connected in the following sense: for any two edges 
e, e’ of Ki there is a sequence C(l),..., Ccrn) of cycles of length k such that e is 
an edge of C”‘, e’ is an edge of C(“” and C”’ n C”’ I) # 0 for every j = 
1, 2,. . . , m - 1 . 
Prooj For i < o, choose mutually rigid connected countable irreflexive 
directed graphs (Xi, Ri)); see [5] or (91. 
A straightforward generalization of arguments used in [3] shows that 
every E, is rigid and that the only homomorphisms of E, into any F,(Xi, Ri) 
are those that map E, identically onto one of its copies in F,(X,, Ri). The 
copies of E,, however, replace the directed edges of (Xi, Ri) and every vertex 
of Fk(Xi. Ri) belongs to a copy of E,. Consequently, every homomorphism 
F,(Xj,Rj)+F,(Xi,Ri) is the canonical extension of a homomorphism 
g: (Xj, Rj) -t (Xi, Ri) of these directed graphs. It follows that the graphs Ki 
are mutually rigid, i.e., (ii) is satisfied. 
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To prove (i), it is enough to observe that a cycle C,-, of Xi would have to 
pass through a pair of distinct vertices of amalgamation. This leads to a 
contradiction, as a shortest path between such vertices has length k - 3. 
The connectedness of (Xi, Ri) together with the fact that E, is Ck- 
connected imply (iv). 
In order to prove (iii) take the common extension vi of homomorphisms (D 
defined earlier. Choose a, E Xi such that tqi(ai) = n. 
We now define a graph W that will serve as a building block for the 
construction. s 
W contains the disjoint union of all graphs Ki for i = 1, Z,... as a full 
subgraph, and its vertex set is completed by adding countably many distinct 
vertices cij (i,j > 0). In addition to the edges of every Ki, the edges of W are 
all pairs {ui, cli}, {ci,, ai+i} for i > 0, all {cji, c~+~,~} and {c,, cij+i} for 
1 c j < i. Refer to Fig. 3 and note that the shortest path connecting a, to ui+ I 
in W has length 2i. This remains true even if W is extended to a graph W’ 
by adding the edge {b,, b,] chosen so that b, E K, and y,(b,) = 1, b, E Ki 
and vi(b,) = 2, where i id chosen such that i > k. Furthermore, 
l(W) = L(W’) = k and every cycle of length k in W or Wf is entirely 
contained in some Ki. 
The construction will assign an undirected grapg @(X, R) to a directed 
graph (X, R) in a way that will give rise to a one-to-one correspondence 
between endomorphisms of (X, R) and those of @(X, R). We proceed as 
follows. 
If V denotes the vertex set of W, then the undirected graph @(X, R) will 
have V x X as its set of vertices. The edges of @(X, R) are all pairs 
{(u, x), (v’, x)} for x E X and an edge {v, u’} of W, together with all pairs 
{(b, , x), (b,, y)} for (x, y) E R. In a more intuitive way, a copy W X {x} of 
W replaces a vertex x E X in @(X, R) while an ordered pair (x, y) E R is 
represented by adding an edge {(b,, x), (b2,y)} connecting vertices b,, b, of 
the two respective copies of W. It is easy to see that a mapping 
h (,Y,RJ: @(X, R) -+ Wf defined by h((v, x)) = u is compatible. 
If g: (X, R) -+ (X’, R’) is a homomorphism of two directed graphs, define 
Q(g): @(X, R) + @(X’, R’) by @( g)((v, x)) = (v, g(x)); thus, in particular, 
I( 
1 KL 5 
6 K 
1 1+1 
FIG. 3. The graphs W, W+ 
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@Cl W,RJ = l,Lr,m* It is a routine exercise to verify that Q(g) is a 
homomorphism, and that @(g, 0 g,) = @( gZ) 0 @(g,). Also, @(g,) = @( gZ) 
only if g, = g,. We may summarize by saying that @ is a one-to-one functor. 
Lemma 2 below asserts that @ is also full 
LEMMA 2. Every homomorphism f: @(X, R) + @(Xl, R’) has the form 
f = Q(g) for some homomorphism g: (X, R ) + (X’, R’) of directed graphs. 
Proof The graphs Ki X (x) are the maximal C,-connected subgraphs of 
@(X, R)): The homomorphism h = h(,+,, maps a C,-connected subgraph A 
onto a C,-connected subgraph h(A) of Wt since A( W’) = k; it follows that 
A 5 h-‘(K,) = Ki x X for some i > 0. As A is connected and the components 
of Ki X X are all full subgraphs of @(X, R) of the form K, x (x} for some 
x E X, A must be a subset of some Ki x {x}. 
Since n(@(X’, R’)) = k, the image f (Ki x {x)) G @(X’, R’) is C,-connected 
and, by the previous observation, f (Ki x (x)) G Kj x {y} for some i > 0 and 
y E X’. The graph Ki is isomorphic to Ki x {x}, and Kj z Kj X {y}. The 
mutual rigidity of the system (Ki: i > 0) now implies that i =j and 
f ((v9 x)) = (v, y> f or all u E Ki and every i > 0. We may thus define 
mappings gi: X-+ X’ by the formula f ((v,x)) = (v, g,(x)) for u E K,; in 
particular, f ((a,, x)) = (ai, g,(x)) for all x E X and every i > 0. 
The vertex (c, 1, x) is adjacent to (a,, x) and (a,, x) in @(X, R) and hence 
f((c,,* x)) has to be adjacent to (a,, g,(x)) and to (a,, g&x)). This is 
possible only if gl(x) = g(x) = g*(x) and f ((c,, , x)) = (cil, g(x)). A similar 
argument, based on the fact that there is a path of length 2i connecting 
(aiTY> to (ai+l,Y’) only if y = y’ and that the path ( (ai, y), (c,~, y) ,..., 
tci13Ylq (ai+l,Y)l is uniquely determined by this property, leads to the 
conclusion that gi(x) = g(x) for all i > 0 and that f ((c,, x)) = (cij, g(x)) for 
all i, j > 0 and all x E X. Thus f = Q(g), as required. 
It remains to show that g: (X, R) + (X’, R’) is a homomorphism of the two 
directed graphs. If (x1,x2) E R, then ((b,,x,), (b2,x2)} is one of the edges 
of @K R). Hence {f ((b,, x,)),f ((b2, x2))\ = {(b, ,g(x,)), (b,, g(x*)>\ is an 
edge of @(X’, R’), and this is the case only if (g(xr), g(x&) E R’. 
Using the above lemmata we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let H be an undirected graph none of whose components 
Hi (i E I) is 2-colourable. If l(Hi) denotes the length of a shortest odd cycle 
in Hi and I” (n(H,): i E I} is a bounded set of integers, then H is a 
homomorphic image of a rigid graph. 
Proof. Let k be an odd integer larger than every n(Hi) and let a: = 
sup(card(Hi): i E 1). 
It follows from [5] that there is a mutually rigid system ((Xi, Ri): i E Z) of 
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connected directed graphs and with card(X,) > a for every i E I. Therefore 
the undirected graphs Gi = @(Xi, Ri) with n(Gi) = k are connected and form 
a mutually rigid system. Let G be the disjoint union of the set (Gi: i E I). It 
remains to be shown that H is a homomorphic image of G. Clearly, it is 
sufficient to show that Hi is a quotient of G, for all i E I. By Lemma 1, for 
all j < w and x E Xi, there is a compatible mapping from Kj X {x} onto 
c k-2, and hence onto CAu,i). Choose a cycle of length n(H,.) in Hi and letf 
denote the common extension of the compatible maps vj of Kj X {x} onto 
this cycle; observe thatf((aj, x)) =f((a,,y)) for x,y E Xi andj, I < o. Since 
Hi is connected, every edge lies on a path of finite length from f((Uj, x)). 
The paths of shortest length from (aj, x) to (aj+ i, x) in Gi have length 2j. If 
f is extended by settingf((C,j, x)) =f((cj,, x)), for I <j, the image is a path 
of length j. By choosing j large enough and defining f appropriately, any 
desired edge of Hi will be the image of an edge {(cjj, x), (cjj-, , x)} in Gi. 
Since card(Xi) > a, every edge of Hi may be chosen to be the image of an 
edge in Gi; any remaining paths may be mapped under f to the cycle CAfHi) 
in Hi. We conclude that Hi is a quotient of Gi for all i E I. The proof is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 2. Let H be an undirected graph of chromatic number 23. 
If H is connected, then H is a homomorphic image of a connected rigid 
graph. 
COROLLARY 3. A finite graph H is a quotient of a rigid graph if and 
only if none of its components is 2-colourable. 
Remark. The construction can be modified to yield afinite rigid graph G 
for a given finite graph H. A modification consists of the replacement of 
infinitely many graphs Ki by a sufficient finite number of finite full 
subgraphs K{ z Ki(i = I,..., m) satisfying (+0-v) of Lemma 1. This provides 
a finite full subgraph IV’ of W to be used in place of W itself. The remainder 
of the proof will carry through since there are infinitely many finite directed 
connected graphs that form a mutually rigid system-see, for instance, [5, 
91. 
COROLLARY 4. A finite graph is a quotient of a rigid graph if and only if 
it is a quotient of a finite rigid graph. 
DEFINITION. A category C is called universal (or binding) if there is a 
one-to-one full functor @: R + C, where R is the category of directed graphs. 
Thus, in terms of this definition, the category of all connected graphs that 
have a given connected quotient H of chromatic number >3 is universal. 
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THEOREM 5. If H is a graph that satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 
then the category of all graphs that have H as a homomorphic image is 
universal. 
ProoJ Theorem 3 of [S] implies that for every set 1 and every cardinal 
>a there is a mutually rigid system ((Xi, Ri): i E I\(i,}) of connected 
directed graphs with card@,) > a such that the category S of all connected 
directed graphs (X R) satisfying Hom((X, R), (Xi, R J) = 0 = 
Hom((X,, R,), (X, R)) and card(X) > (r is universal. For any (X. R) in S we 
now define C(X, R) as the (disjoint) union of all @(Xi, R i) x {i} for i # i, 
with @(X, R) x {i,}. Further, for every f: (X, R) + (X’, R’), define 
z;(f >((h 6)) = (@(f)(u), Q f or all u E @(X, R) and C(f)((w, i))= (w, i) 
for all w E @(Xi, Ri). Thus defined, Z is a full and one-to-one functor. 
COROLLARY 6. The following properties of a finite graph are equivalent: 
univeriY1 th 
e category of all graphs that have H as one of their quotients is 
(ii)’ H is a quotient of a rigid graph, 
(iii) no component of H is 2-colourable. 
Proof It is enough to note that any universal category has a proper class 
of rigid objects-see [5, 91. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Results presented here fall short of the ultimate goal, which is to charac- 
terize quotients of rigid graphs completely. Little is known about graphs H 
whose components Hi give rise to an unbounded set A(H) = {A(H,): i E Z}. 
The earlier given example, in which all components have chromatic number 
three, shows that not all of these graphs are quotients of rigid ones. In view 
of the proof presented here, the classification problem for unbounded A(H) 
appears to be most interesting in the 3-colourable case. Every graph G with 
chromatic number three has odd-length cycles as its quotients; let p(G) 
denote the maximal length of such a cycle. Clearly n(G) > p(G). If G is rigid, 
then k(G) >,u(G) + 2 and this estimate was shown to be the best possible for 
J(G) > 7. As will be shown elsewhere, it is possible to find connected rigid 
graphs G,, for n E o, with A(G,) arbitrarily large and p(G,) = 3. Thus it 
would appear that a completely different approach is needed to characterize 
graphs with infinitely many components that are quotients of rigid graphs. In 
conclusion: For a graph G with components Gi, for i E I, to be a quotient of 
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a rigid graph is it necessary and sufficient that, for i E I, the chromatic 
number of Gi be greater than or equal to three and (p(Gi): if I) be a 
bounded set? 
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